
Statistics for Microarrays:

Design, Analysis and Inference

Exercise sheet 3A: Clustering Microarray Data

1. In Glasgow a study was performed on biopsies of 62 breast cancer patients. For 59
genes within these biopsies their relative DNA amplification or deletion with respect
to some reference was measured. Moreover, on the patients some follow-up infor-
mation, such as age at diagnosis, follow-up time, whether or not the patient died
of breast-cancer, whether or not the patient died, the size of the tumour and the
Nottingham Prognostic Index.

(a) There are some missing values in the dataset. This is typically a nuisance for
inference. For this reason, we impute the missing data via k-nearest neighbours:

bc.genes <- impute.missing(log(bc[,1:59]))

Note that we transform the DNA amplification data to the logarithmic scale,
which stabilizes its variance.

(b) Clustering the tumours

• Hierarchical clustering : (i) requires a distance matrix of the distance between
all the tumours. Have a look at the function dist and choose a distance
measure.

help(dist)

tumour.dist <- dist(bc.full, method= ...)

(ii) The function hclust uses the distance matrix to produce a hierarchical
clustering. Choose a particular method:

help(hclust)

tumour.tree <- hclust(tumour.dist, method= ...)

(iii) this object can be plotted via the plot or plclust command:

plot(tumour.tree)

• PAMSAM clustering : (i) simply uses the data and can be set to calculate a
specific number of clusters:

tum1.ps <- pamsam(bc.genes, k=5)

tum1.ps

Check the output.
(ii) You can change the metric from "manhattan" (default) to "euclidian"

or "correlation".



tum2.ps <- pamsam(bc.genes, k=5, metric="correlation")

tum2.ps

You can also let pamsam search for the most “optimal” clustering based on
the average silhouette width:

tum3.ps <- pamsam(bc.genes)

tum3.ps

• Hierarchical PAM clustering : Use hipam and plot.tree to do hierarchical
PAM clustering. By specifying the method global, it splits the subbranches
of the tree as long as it improves the global average silhouette width (a.s.w.).

tum1.hp <- hipam(bc.genes, method="global")

However, there is an argument to keep on splitting branches until something
“locally interesting” can be discovered. We defined this as saying that the:

a.s.w.(branch splits) > average a.s.w.(splits of branch splits)

tum2.hp <- hipam(bc.genes, method="local")

By adjusting the tolerance asw.tol one can also investigate sub-optimal clus-
terings at most asw.tol removed from the optimum.

tum3.hp <- hipam(bc.genes, method="local", asw.tol=0.05)

It might be difficult to see the structure of the tree. So, you can replot the
tree in several other forms:

plot.tree(tum3.hp, method="tree", reorder=F)

plot.tree(tum3.hp, method="2d")

plot.tree(tum3.hp, method="all", data=bc.genes)

• Associating covariates with clustering. Clustering is particularly meaningful,
when it tries to associate clusters with variables of interest. For example, do
the patient clusters that we found on the basis of their genetic profile have any-
thing in common with their Nottingham Prognostic Index (a value between
1 and 9 which indicates the severity of a breast tumour). Use sammon.plot

to add covariates into a pam/pamsam/hipam clustering.

names(bc.cov)

sammon.plot(tum1.ps, covar = bc.cov[,14])

title("NPI within 5 tumour clusters")

Try another couple of covariance plots using other clusterings (from hipam or
pam) and other covariates.

(c) Exercise: Cluster the genes with the same techniques. How many gene clusters
are there?

% turn first the gene matrix around

bc.genes <- t(bc.genes)



(d) Twoway clustering. Sometimes it is interesting to cluster genes and tumours
simultaneously. This might help us to distinguish more clearly in what sense
certain tumours differ from other tumours. The function twoway.pam applies
pamsam to cluster both rows and columns of the data matrix.

twoway.pam(bc.genes)

twoway.pam(bc.genes,col=c("red","darkred","black","darkgreen","green"),

breaks=c(-1000,-.5,-.2,.2,.5,1000), line.col="white")

We can also pre-specify the number of column and row clusterings:

twoway.pam(bc.genes,4,6)

twoway.pam(bc.genes,4,6,col=c("red","darkred","black","darkgreen","green"),

breaks=c(-1000,-.5,-.2,.2,.5,1000), line.col="white")


